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An understanding of cycle is critical to the successful application of rechargeable batteries. We present a single particle model quantifying capacity fade due to formation of a solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) on the negative electrode, a primary source of capacity fade in lithium ion batteries.1

This model accounts for the reaction rate forming SEI on the surface of active material particles, and the transport of reacting molecules through the existing SEI layer. Published experimental data2, 3 show that the reaction and transport rates depend on temperature, and this dependence can be quantified using an Arrhenius equation: see figure 1.
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Figure 1: The capacity fade model explains observed fade at a range of temperatures, with parameters obeying an Arrhenius equation. Experimental data from (3).

The combination of the single particle model with the Arrhenius equation can be used to produce a quantitative prediction for long term capacity fade using short time ‘accelerated aging’ results at higher temperature. Such a prediction is superior to that obtained using the simpler assumption that capacity loss is simply proportional to the square root of elapsed time: see figure 2.
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Figure 2: The capacity fade model can be used to provide quantitative predictions using accelerated aging data. Experimental data from (3).

We also extend the model to silicon electrodes, where large volume expansion on lithiation leads to rapid capacity fade. This application of the model predicts that capacity fade is linear, with the capacity loss per cycle proportional to the square root of the time per cycle. This prediction agrees with published experimental data:4 see figure 3.
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Figure 3: The capacity fade model applied to silicon accurately predicts the effect of cycling rate on fade. Experimental data from (4).

In addition to these results, the capacity fade model predicts a normal distribution of battery lifetimes, as observed in experimental results.5 Furthermore, computational results indicate that there is essentially no spatial variation in SEI formation through the electrode, justifying the use of the single particle model.
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